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CHARACTER NAME

Jaliera
Rogue 6
CLASS & LEVEL

Sage
BACKGROUND

Human
RACE

Medium
SIZE

N
ALIGNMENT

/ 23000
EXPERIENCE POINTS

STRENGTH

+0
10

DEXTERITY

+4
18

CONSTITUTION

+0
10

INTELLIGENCE

+2
15

WISDOM

+2
14

CHARISMA

+1
13

INSPIRATION

+0 Strength
+7 Dexterity
+0 Constitution
+5 Intelligence
+2 Wisdom
+1 Charisma

SAVING THROWS

SKILLS

+7 Acrobatics ( )Dex

+2 Animal Handlin ( )Wis

+5 Arcana ( )Int

+0 Athletics ( )Str

+5 History ( )Int

+2 Insight ( )Wis

+1 Intimidation ( )Cha

+5 Investigation ( )Int

+2 Medicine ( )Wis

+2 Nature ( )Int

+5 Perception ( )Wis

+1 Performance ( )Cha

+1 Persuasion ( )Cha

+2 Religion ( )Int

+4 Sleight of Hand( )Dex

+10 Stealth ( )Dex

+2 Survival ( )Wis

+10 Tools ( )Dex

CONDITIONS

Blinded Charmed
Deafened Frightened
Grappled Incapacitated
Invisible Paralyzed
Petrified Poisoned
Prone Restrained
Stunned Unconscious

EXHAUSTION

14
ARMOR
CLASS

+4
INITIATIVE

30
SPEED

/6d8

HIT DICE

Short rest
Long rest

REST

Current
HP

+ 0

-Ma 0

1
SUCCESSES

FAILURES

DEATH SAVES

condense

OFFENSE 6 lb

AMMO 0 lb

condense
UTILITY 0 lb

Shortbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, range 80/320 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d6 + 4)
piercing damage.Ammunition: You can use a weapon that has the ammunition property to make a
ranged attack only if you have ammunition to fire from the weapon. Each time you attack with the
weapon, you expend one piece of ammunition. Drawing the ammunition from a quiver, case, or
other container is part of the attack. At the end of the battle, you can recover half your expended
ammunition by taking a minute to search the battlefield. 
 
If you use a weapon that has the ammunition property to make a melee attack, you treat the
weapon as an improvised weapon (see “Improvised Weapons” later in the section). A sling must be
loaded to deal any damage when used in this way.

Rapier +1. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 9 (1d8 + 5) piercing
damage.You have a +1 bonus to attack and damage rolls made with this weapon.

Dagger. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d4 + 4) piercing
damage.

Dagger (Thrown). Ranged Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d4 + 4)
piercing damage.

0 Arrows1 Daggers1

      

Intelligence

ABILITY

13

SAVE DC

+5

ATTACK

5

KNOWN

1

PREPARED

filters prepared ritual no concentration V S M reaction bonus action longer cantrips 1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 all

0 Cantrips
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"There's nothing I like more than a good mystery" 
 

PERSONALITY TRAITS

"The path to power and self-improvement is through knowledge

IDEALS

"I work to preserve and enhance my Mentor's collection"

BONDS

Sweet tooth,  

FLAWS

MODIFIERS

condense

CLASS FEATURES

Expertise. Choose two of your skill proficiencies, or one of your skill proficiencies and your
proficiency with thieves’ tools. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make
that uses either of the chosen proficiencies. 
At 6th level, you can choose two more of your proficiencies (in skills or with thieves’ tools) to
gain this benefit.
Sneak Attack. You know how to strike subtly and exploit a foe’s distraction. Once per turn, you
can deal extra damage to one creature you hit with an attack if you have advantage on the
attack roll. The attack must use a finesse or a ranged weapon. 
You don’t need advantage on the attack roll if another enemy of the target is within 5 feet of it,
that enemy isn’t incapacitated, and you don’t have disadvantage on the attack roll.
Thieves’ Cant. During your rogue training you learned thieves’ cant, a secret mix of dialect,
jargon, and code that allows you to hide messages in seemingly normal conversation. Only
another creature that knows thieves’ cant understands such messages. It takes four times
longer to convey such a message than it does to speak the same idea plainly. 
In addition, you understand a set of secret signs and symbols used to convey short, simple
messages, such as whether an area is dangerous or the territory of a thieves’ guild, whether
loot is nearby, or whether the people in an area are easy marks or will provide a safe house for
thieves on the run.
Cunning Action. Your quick thinking and agility allow you to move and act quickly. You can
take a bonus action on each of your turns in combat. This action can be used only to take the
Dash, Disengage, or Hide action.
Uncanny Dodge. When an attacker that you can see hits you with an attack, you can use your
reaction to halve the attack’s damage against you
Arcane Recovery ( /1, Long rest). You have learned to regain some of your magical energy
by studying your spellbook. Once per day when you finish a short rest, you can choose
expended spell slots to recover. The spell slots can have a combined level of
[[round(@{wizard_level} / 2)]] (half your wizard level rounded up), and none of the slots can be
6th level or higher. 
For example, if you’re a 4th-level wizard, you can recover up to two levels worth of spell slots.
You can recover either a 2nd-level spell slot or two 1st-level spell slots.
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Proficiencies. Armor: Light armor 
Weapons: Simple weapons, hand
crossbows, longswords, rapiers, shortswords 
Tools: Thieves’ tools
Languages. Common 
Draconic 
Dwarvish 
Elvish 
Thieves Cant

OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES SPELLS
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condense
ARMOR 0 lb

241.10 value
4.75 lb

condense

EQUIPMENT 0.5 lb

11 lb

WEIGHT

CP 0

SP 1

EP 0

GP 241

PP 0

Spell Scroll: Charm Person. 
Spell Scroll: Augury. 
Potion of Healing. 
Spell Scroll: Lightning Bolt. 

Carrying capacity
Push, Drag, or Lift

Encumbered
Heavily Encumbered

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

ackpack 
Bedroll 
Belt pouch 
Brass Orb etched with Strange Runes (Spell 
focus) 
Caltrops, 2 bags 
Chain, neck (old coin with strange symbols, 
given by father when he pushed her from 
fire)) 
Chalk, 10 pieces 
Clothes 
Crowbar 
Dagger 
Diary (book) 
Hammer 
Ink 
Lantern, bullseye 
Leather Armour 
Letter Knife 
Mess Kit 
Mirror 
Oil flasks 10 
Pitons 10 
Rations 22 days 
Rope, hemp 50 feet 
Quill/pen 
Quiver & 40 arrows 
Sacks 3 
Scroll case (holds magic scrolls) 
Signal Whistle 
Soap 
Thieves Tools 
Tinderbox

1.43% of Gundren's Mine

Shy with strangers 
Researcher, No alcohol,  Whip scars on back

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

GENDER AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT

EYES SKIN HAIR

APPEARANCE

BACKSTORY

Born in Manshaka, Calimshan. Father was Mehmen, a scribe and mother was Hama a 
seamstress. Her parents moved to Neverwinter when she was 8. She is not sure why but 
thinks there were threats to her father. Starting a new life wasn't easy, journey hard and then 
they could only afford small rooms above a bookstore. When she was 11 there was a fire in 
the store. They were trapped upstairs with only one small window that only Jaliera could fit 
through. A man appeared at the window, gesturing for her to go to him. Smoke everywhere, 
she is aware of her father fastening something around her neck and pushing her out of the 
window. Choking and blinded by terars, the man carried her down to the street. Despite local 
efforts her parents perished in the fire and the man took her to the Thieves' Guild where they 
trained her. But she didn't fit in, frequently disciplined. Not wanting an overhead, she was 
offered to Randal Stagg, part of the Zhentium, a mage and a scholar approaching his senior 
years. He had connections with the Guild (fencing goods etc.) and a number of children were 
passed into his care and tested by him. He took on 3 permanently and trained them. In the 
community he had a respectable legitimate front. Many thought him a real benefactor to the 
children. His main motivation though was to provide for his old age, getting them to find 
artifacts, items & knowledge for him. This is still a good deal for kids with nothing. He provides 
a simple welfare and shelter and training. They get half of what they find excluding items he 
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